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Prof. Javier Parcet
ICMAT, Madrid, Spain

Title: “Riesz transforms and smooth Fourier multipliers — A new perspective”

Abstract: We shall provide dimension free estimates for a new class of Riesz transforms beyond
Bakry’s results. Interesting new estimates include the Riesz transforms associated to fractional
laplacians in Rn or to the word length of free groups. Lust-Piquards work for discrete laplacians
on LCA groups is also generalized in several ways. In the context of Fourier multipliers, we have
found that any Hörmander-Mihlin multiplier arises as a Littlewood-Paley average of our Riesz
transforms. As application, we obtain new Sobolev/Besov type smoothness conditions for group
von Neumann algebras. Our results hold for arbitrary unimodular groups. This is joint work with
M. Junge and T. Mei.

Prof. Tuomas Hytönen
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Helsinki, Finland

Title: “Recent advances in weighted norm inequalities”

Abstract: Sharp quantitative estimates. Over the first decade of the century, the sharp esti-
mates for weighted operator norms were found for several particular operator and conjectured
for general singular integrals. I confirmed this so-called A2 conjecture in 2010. As it turned out,
this was not the end of the story but rather a boost for several further developments.

Two-weight inequalities. This refers to a class of estimates, where the “input” and the “out-
put” of an operator are weighted in unrelated ways, which is not unreasonable in applications.
The problem of characterizing (in real-variable terms) the admissible pairs of weights for a two-
weight inequality for the Hilbert transform was already raised by Muckenhoupt in the 1970s, but
it was only recently solved by Lacey, Sawyer, Shen and Uriarte-Tuero in 2012-13. I extended
their solution to general measures in place of weights, dealing in particular with the possibility
of point masses.


